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2017 Europe Bike & Barge and French Alps Tours Updates!
We have fully updated the two Bike and Barge and French Alps Tour descriptions. We have now included pricing information as well as other important details. Be sure to check it out at: http://www.pegasusbiketours.com/#!tours/cdk6. Look
for more information on when and how to register for these International Tours below.
We have also provided more details on the 2017 Louisiana Cajun Country Tour. Registration for this and other domestic
tours will be in the fall of 2016.

Errata/Correction
From Pam Austin - Thank you for the complimentary write-up in last month’s Bike Flyer. Everyone should know that the
excellent recovery from the broken down rental truck on the Omak 2015 Tour was a team effort - primarily due to our topnotch sags Sharon and Pete. Sharon had pre-organized lunch so carefully that it was easy to shift lunch to the smaller
van. Sharon then found a replacement truck. Pete, Pam, and another rider, Jerry Gallagher, transferred all of the luggage
and remaining supplies and were back on the road in a jiffy. Editor’s Note - Sorry for shortchanging our hard-working
sags and helpful volunteers and thanks to them for all of their work!

International Tour Registration Open July 5-19, 2016
REGISTRATION AND LOTTERY: In 2014 we ended up with two Bike and Barge Tours. This happened because 56
folks registered for 18 spots for the one tour offered, so a second tour was created. This tour was filled with folks from
the Wait List for the first tour. For 2017 there will be two distinctly different Bike and
Barge Tours, though they both start and end in Amsterdam. The first, May 27-June 6, Inside this issue
will circle south and then east towards Nijmegen before heading north towards Arnhem and Deventer and west back to Amsterdam. We are calling this the Heart of Hol- 2017 International Tour Updates ......... 1
land Tour (see full description). The second tour, June 7-17 starts in Amsterdam and Erata/Correction .................................. 1
goes north before heading across the Ijseelmeer (inland sea) to the NE corner of The International Tour Registration ......... 1-2
Netherlands (Friesland) and one of the barrier islands (Terschelling). From there we
Omak 4-Day Tour Report .................. 2-3
work our way south and east before heading back around the south end of the IjsselSammy & Jamie’s Tour Report ......... 3-4
meer back to where we started (see full description).
You will have the opportunity to register for either or both tours which run back-to-back. Registrants will have to pay a
$1,000 deposit per tour at the time of registration. We presume that with each tour only being able to accommodate
22 participants, both will end up going to a lottery. Initial registration, lottery and wait list for each tour will be kept separate. Pegasus registrants who are fortunate enough to be selected for both tours will have 5 days to select one.
(Once the selection is made, one of your deposits will be fully refunded). Movement from one tour to another may be
possible under very limited circumstances.
Again just to be clear, you may register for both tours but you will only be allowed to join one, unless we don’t get the
anticipated sign-up.

AGAIN, INITIAL REGISTRATION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TOURS WILL RUN
JULY 5 THROUGH JULY 19, 2016. IF THE TOURS AREN’T FULL BY JULY
20TH THEY WILL REMAIN OPEN UNTIL FULL. MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW!
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SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL TOUR CANCELLATION POLICY
We have already made and will continue to make non-refundable deposits to the barge operator and vendor for the GenevaNice tours. We therefore will need to implement a stricter cancellation policy. We strongly encourage you to purchase travel insurance to protect your investment.
 A cancellation made prior to the Final Payment due date (1/15/17) will result in a $100 cancellation fee.
 A cancellation made between 1/15/17 and 2/27/17 (Approximately 3 months prior to the tour start) will result in the loss of the $1,000 deposit unless a replacement is found in which case you will only pay the
$100 cancellation fee.
 After 2/27/17 you will lose your entire tour fee unless your spot is filled in which case you will only pay the
$100 cancellation fee.
Please make sure you fully understand the cancellation policy before you register for an international tour.

2016 Tour Openings
We still have some spots open on the Oregon Over and Back and the North Utah Scenic By-Ways Tours. And 2 brand-new spots on the Rogue
River Ramble Tour are also open. Are you interested as to the status of a particular Pegasus Bike Tour? Check it out!

OMAK TOUR REPORT— MAY 20-23, 2016
Though this is Pegasus Bike Tours’ inaugural year, the Omak tour has been on these tour leaders’ docket for several years. In
their usual, organized and amazingly well-run fashion, participants were treated to an outstanding, 4-day adventure complete
with expert guidance & navigation, incredible SAG support, delicious snacks & meals and personalized attention making the
challenging & scenic rides memories for a lifetime.
Pre-ride Meeting:
As repeat participants have come to expect, on Thursday evening Ralph provided both an entertaining
and well-run informational session welcoming all to the tour. Mike Nelson would serve as co-leader
and Sharon & Pete would lead the SAG support. We were in excellent hands! We were treated to
complimentary Pegasus-logo day bags and awesome canvas duffel bags that will serve as functional
souvenirs. Thanks Pegasus! After helpful instructions for what to expect on the tour, what duties we
were to perform (“S&S” - sign in and sanitize!), and how to best manage designated SAG stops &
lunch (after all, isn’t it a lot more fun to see the other participants?), we were prepared to ride.
Day 1:
The start at Tonasket Park was a 24-mile drive from the hotel, some folks elected to ride to the park (WOW!) The weather started off perfectly—sunny, warm & blue skies. The promise of a wonderful day with great picturesque landscape and plenty of photo opps. We “may” have encountered a little headwind and overcast skies leading to lunch, and
many of us were grateful to have warmer gear in our day bags at lunch. However, we were
graced with spectacular views and I frequently overheard, “Ralph sure does know how to pick the rest
stops!”
The ride back from lunch featured a fantastic tailwind
and a few of us were lucky enough to catch a herd of
bison running as though they wanted to join our paceline (thankfully, they were BEHIND a fence). It was a
terrific end to a fantastic day, and some, wanting the tailwind to continue, elected to ride
the 24 miles back making their day closer to 100 or 84 miles depending on their choice
to the start (DOUBLE WOW!). Those of us who completed the ride from the park managed about 62 miles and 2200 feet of elevation—plenty to kick start the tour!
The day concluded with hot-tub visits, happy hour, socializing & Ralph asking participants to share their name, where they lived
and in 5-ish words, “describe your riding.” We heard some humorous & inspiring remarks with one that stood out: “Slow, steady
and often loaded…” Lots of laughs and a follow-up explanation (self-supported cyclo-tourists of course are “loaded” with bags).
Shout-out’s included one from Barry who had the misfortune of suffering a broken cable. There is no shortage of “mechanics-onthe-spot” in this crew, including Denny who helped Barry get to the SAG. Lastly, we were given full warning to beware of the
Chief Joseph rest area bathrooms …. Enough said!
“What was your favorite part of the day?” Donna: “The running bison and post lunch tailwind!” Ken: “Beautiful scenery, good
riding company and post lunch tailwind.” Diego: “Having the chance to see a friend riding strong again.”
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Day 2:

The beauty of the “hub tour” is there is no rushing around in the morning packing and schlepping
gear & luggage to the SAG trucks. This also allowed a few of us (yep, myself included) to easily hit the pause button when faced with riding in the
rain and either modify the ride or enjoy a day of rest. Those who rode
were treated to a terrific and challenging climbing day covering approximately 80 miles and 4200 feet of elevation along a bluff above the Co-

lumbia River uphill to Nespelem, and finally over Disautel Pass. It included a long stretch of closed road (just for us???).
The social happy hour provided stories for those of us who stayed behind to hear how, “it wasn’t really even raining.” Clearly,
the love of cycling by this group would never be dampened by a little rain. And because no Eastern Washington tour is complete until there is a dog chase, several described their close encounters on that day (some remember the time a black lab likely
covered a half-marathon trying to “catch” riders). We then headed to our group dinner at the local Mexican restaurant, celebrating another successful day over chips, fajitas and maybe a margarita or 2…a nice treat covered by the Tour!
“What was your favorite part of the day?” Karoline: “Having the choice to stay behind, go for a long run and cheer on those
taking on the day’s ride.” Joe: “The quiet and peaceful roads were great!”
Day 3:
The “Queen Stage” was to be our epic climbing day with 70-plus miles and over 5400 feet of elevation—and epic it was! We
began in Tonasket Park again and almost immediately started the 20-ish mile climb.
The work got us up through Chesaw to a lovely park near the Sitzmark ski area, but the
sight of a Porsche that didn’t quite make the turn at our lunch stop reminded us of the
importance of safety, good brakes, and even better timing. The ride continued onto Toroda Creek Road (more climbing!) before turning off to the
Bonaparte Recreation Area and up to Highway 20. We concluded the day with several amazing descents, one many recognize as the 6% climb on day 2 of the Eastern Washington
tour (Wauconda Pass)—thrill seekers’ delight! I heard stories
of pacelines and great comradery with a few chases & lots of
smiles.
Happy hour provided for more story sharing, with everyone agreeing that the day was spectacular.
Ken presented thank you cards and tips (money, not ideas) for our leaders & SAG support, and articulately shared the gratitude of the group. I think I saw a tear or 2 after Ken reminded Ralph that we
wouldn’t all be here if it weren’t for him….so true! Many elected to continue the social time enjoying the hospitality & comfort of
the hotel’s lounge with pizza & beer…perhaps the thought of walking after all that climbing made the choice easy.
“What was your favorite part of the day?” Chris D: “amazing day—everything about it—but especially the final descent down
Wauconda pass!”; Mike: “This is one of the top 5 rides - ever.”
Day 4:
Our final day was a new route that our fearless co-leader Mike Nelson reconned (always finding hidden nooks and crannies).
The new route proved to be a nice ride with quiet roads culminating in a terrific climb up to the old gold mining town of Conconully nestled between Conconully Lake and Conconully Reservoir. Fifty-two miles, approximately 2500 feet of climbing & birthday cupcakes for Chris D & Svetlana all before noon…an incredible way to conclude another outstanding tour & weekend!
For many more great tour pictures go to: https://pegasus2016omaktour.shutterfly.com/

Fictional Tour Report—Sammy and Jamie’s Tour Adventure—Conclusion
Chapter 4: A Rocky Road to Success
It was the last day of the tour and it promised to be the toughest. Besides that, Sammy and Jamie had opted for the hardest version. They were riding up to Rimrock Lake and were getting to the lunch spot at the campground by going around the backside.
It was a lot more climbing and it was longer, but much prettier and quieter.
They had already ridden for several hours and had made the turn to the backside. Another pair of mentor and kid, Brian and
Marco, had turned with them. They were having fun, riding hard, when a pickup truck came by and cut Sammy too close, clearly
on purpose, and then revved his motor as he sped away. Sammy gave him the middle finger salute.
“Gee,” said Brian, “I think he thought you were cute.”
“Sure,” said Jamie “and then he thought she would like him better if she could tell how big his motor is.”
“Yuck,” said Sammy. “I’m certainly not interested in his motor.”
They all laughed and rode on. They were approaching what Brian said was the last hill and he challenged them by riding ahead
really hard. The other three accelerated after him. Marco reached the top first and tucked to race down the hill and around the
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corner. Sammy was last and only heard the crash that happened up ahead.
When she rounded the corner, Marco was on the ground, Brian was just getting up and Jamie was off the road in the bushes.
Sammy jumped off her bike and ran over to Marco. “I hit that damn rock,” he said, pointing to a large sharp edged rock that
had clearly fallen from the hillside above the road. “Brian bunny hopped over my front wheel, but slid sideways when he landed and Jamie just swerved into the ditch.”
“Are you all right?” Sammy asked. She could see a few scrapes and one serious patch of road rash on Marco’s hip.
“I think so. Just knocked the wind out when I fell.” Marco started to get up and then looked at his bike. “Jeez,” he said. “My bike is

trashed.”

Jamie came over and picked up his bike. She had a few leaves in her hair, but otherwise, she seemed okay. “Your handlebars are crooked – I can fix that. And your tire is slashed from when you hit the rock, but I can boot that. Hmm, I don’t know
about the derailleur. I don’t think I have tools for that.”
“Darn,” said Marco. “I wanted to ride the whole thing.”
“You’re pretty beat up…” Sammy suggested.
“Well,” said Brian, “We’re close to the lunch stop. How ‘bout I hurry on ahead and find the support truck and get it back here.
Maybe we can get you and the bike fixed up and back on the road.”
“Sounds Like a plan if you’re not hurt,” said Sammy. “I can help Jamie with the tire and handlebars while we wait.”
Brian took off. “Marco, maybe you should just sit for a bit and drink some water or Gatorade if you’ve got some. Sometimes
you get the shakes after a fall.” Marco must have been feeling unsteady because he obediently sat down.
Jamie was already working on the handle bars with her multi-tool, muttering to herself, “Bar tape’s a bit scraped, but it’s usable still. There, the handle bars are straight. Cables up here look okay, no kinks, no breaks. Let’s look at the tire.”
Marco watched in amazement as Jamie took off the tire, checked the cut in the sidewall, put in a boot from her stock of tools
and supplies and replaced Marco’s tube. Sammy faithfully stood by with tools and supplies. By the time the wheel was replaced and spinning freely, Marco could no longer contain himself. “Where did you learn to do all of that stuff?”
Jamie looked at him. “Same place you did. Don’t you know how to change a flat?”
“Yeah, that, but not how to straighten handlebars and all the rest. I spent all my hours lubing chains and cleaning bikes.”
Jamie just shook her head. “It wasn’t all that hard.” She turned her attention to the rear derailleur. “This might be a challenge.
Sammy, would you mind holding up the rear end while I check how this thing is working?” Sammy complied and Jamie tried
to run the bike through its gears. It was not shifting well. After a while, Jamie said, “I’m not sure what’s wrong, it might be a
bent derailleur hanger and I don’t have the tools to fix it here, but since it’s downhill to lunch from here, I think we could get
there and use the tour tools to maybe fix it.”
Just then, a truck drove up and Pete got out. “I heard there was an accident here.”
Sammy nodded. “Marco’s got a little road rash.”
“I’ll get the first aid kit and see what we can do.”
Pete was fast and had Marco cleaned up and the road rash medicated and covered. Marco asserted that he wanted to ride
down to the lunch stop to see if they could fix his bike there, so they all took off. Pete waited a while and then passed them.
They were at the campground in a few minutes, and other riders crowded around to see how Marco was. Jamie quietly took
the bike aside and started working on it. The tour leader Ralph found Sammy and Brian and had them fill out an incident report and get Pete’s signature to sign off on the injuries. By the time they were done and Sammy went to look for Jamie, she
was screwing the derailleur back on Marco’s bike, watched over by Rich and Denny.
“Looks good to me,” said Rich.
“Good?” said Denny, “It was a piece of art! I could not have done better myself. That was a great idea, young lady, using that
extra washer. That’ll get Marco down the hill.”
Jamie blushed and smiled. Suddenly Rich waved to a rider Sammy did not know. “Gary! Here’s a recruit for your tech program at the U. She’s got good hands and works with her brain. Just what you’ve been looking for.”
“Not to mention female and minority,” murmured Ralph from behind Sammy. “Great for statistics.” Gary came up and started
talking to Jamie and then gave her a card.
Jamie walked over to Sammy, looking dazed. “He offered me an interview for a spot in his early start engineering program at
the U.”
Sammy nodded. “Great! The cycling community is really good at taking care of its own. Another benefit of cycling. Let’s eat
lunch and we can cruise on down the hill to finish this tour.”
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